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managers managers
with responsibility
with responsibility
for environmental
for environmental
protection protection
Yangtze River,
Yangtze
andRiver,
contribute
and contribute
to sustainable
to sustainable
economic economic
and development
in reforming
in reforming
public sector
public
practice
sectorand
practice and
development
development
leading to leading
positiveto
social
positive
outcomes.
social outcomes. and development
public administration,
public administration,
leading to leading
enhancement
to enhancement
of human of human
resource knowledge,
resource knowledge,
skills and skills
abilities
andin abilities
three primary
in three primary
areas:
areas:
•
Analysis
• ofAnalysis
and solving
of and
practical
solvingproblems
practical problems
•
Training
• ofTraining
cadres of cadres
•
Learning
• innovative
Learning innovative
training methods
training methods
Water pollution
Water
was
pollution
and stillwas
is an
and
issue
still in
is Sichuan
an issue in Sichuan
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SEMINARS
SEMINARS
IN SICHUAN
IN SICHUAN
PROVINCE
PROVINCE

on severalonoccasions
several occasions
over the past
over few
the years.
past few
In the
years. In the
summer ofsummer
2010, under
of 2010,
the under
supporttheof support
CTCSPMO
of CTCSPMO
and
and
The Action
TheLearning
Action Learning
approach approach
has served
hasasserved
the as
the the
Sichuan
theprovincial
Sichuan provincial
leader training
leaderorganisation,
training organisation,
the
the
fundamental
fundamental
base for base
the design
for theand
design
delivery
and ofdelivery
Swissof project
Swissteam
project
conducted
team conducted
a systematic
a systematic
outcome outcome
seminars seminars
in Sichuan
in and
Sichuan
also and
for also
the study-visit
for the study-visit
monitoring monitoring
of the Action
of the
Learning
Action programme
Learning programme
in the
in the
componentcomponent
of the programme
of the programme
in Switzerland
in Switzerland
and
and province
Sichuan
Sichuan (2005-2008)
province (2005-2008)
employing employing
the following
the following
Europe: On
Europe:
the Chinese
On the side
Chinese
Actionside
Learning
Action groups
Learning groups
methods: methods:
were formed
were
intoformed
sub-groups
into sub-groups
and each of
and
these
eachworked
of these worked
on clearly on
defined
clearly
problems
defined or
problems
projects.orThe
projects.
style of
The
thestyle of the
•
Research
•
Research
seminars seminars
emphasised
emphasised
interactive interactive
participation,
participation,
with
with
•
Structured
•
Structured
interview questionnaires
interview questionnaires
lecturers serving
lecturers
as serving
experts as
in their
experts
specific
in their
fields
specific
and as
fields and as administered
administered
to former programme
to former programme
participantsparticipants
moderatorsmoderators
among and
among
withinand
thewithin
ActiontheLearning
Action Learning
•
Observation
•
Observation
of the performance
of the performance
former
former
groups. In groups.
total 11Inlecturers
total 11 went
lecturers
to Sichuan
went toProvince
Sichuan Province
participantsparticipants
from 2005 from
to 2007.
2005
The
to 2007.
composition
The composition
of the lecturer
of the
group
lecturer group
•
On-site
• visits
On-site
to environmental
visits to environmental
protection and
protection and
represented
represented
a good mixture
a good ofmixture
academic
of academic
(4) and (4) and
development
development
organisations
organisations
in Sichuanin Sichuan
practical (7)
practical
experts.(7) experts.
•
Results
• reporting
Resultsseminars
reporting seminars
•
Summary
• reporting
Summaryofreporting
results of results
On the Chinese
On theside
Chinese
78 participants
side 78 participants
were trained
were
in the
trained in the
Sichuan provincial
Sichuan provincial
programmeprogramme
from 2005from
to 2007.
2005 to 2007.
Among these
Among
participants
these participants
several Action
several
Learning
Action subLearning subgroups were
groups
formed
were
to discuss
formed to
specific
discuss
issues
specific
in aissues
more in a more
effective (using
effectiveexpert
(usingknowledge)
expert knowledge)
and efficient
and (in
efficient (in
smaller groups)
smallermanner.
groups)Amanner.
system A
of system
predefined
of predefined
goals
goals
was introduced
was introduced
for the group
for members
the group and
members
the leader
and the
of leader of
each group
each
wasgroup
responsible
was responsible
for the achievement
for the achievement
of
of
these goals.
these
Members
goals. of
Members
the sub-groups
of the sub-groups
were required
were required
to file periodic
to file reports
periodic specifying
reports specifying
the extentthe of extent of
achievement
achievement
of the goals.
of the goals.
The knowledge
The knowledge
gained by gained
the sub-groups
by the sub-groups
was spreadwas
to spread to

other groups
other
in written
groups reports
in written
andreports
in electronic
and in form
electronic
on form on
The 2006 study-group
The 2006 study-group
visiting an aluminium
visiting anfactory
aluminium
in Meishan
factory in Meishan
city
city
compact compact
discs. According
discs. According
to the Action
to theLearning
Action Learning
workgroups,
workgroups,
after the after
study the
some
study
475some
reports
475were
reports were

more than more
450 suggestions
than 450 suggestions
for improvement
for improvement
STUDY-VISITS
STUDY-VISITS
IN SWITZERLAND/EUROPE
IN SWITZERLAND/EUROPEpublished, published,
were delivered
were to
delivered
the local
to government
the local government
and 1/3 ofand
the 1/3 of the
During theDuring
study-visits
the study-visits
in Switzerland
in Switzerland
and two other
and twoSSMTP
other participants
SSMTP participants
were promoted,
were promoted,
presumablypresumably
to
to
European countries
Europeanthe
countries
Action the
Learning
Actiongroups
Learning
attended
groups attended
some considerable
some considerable
degree as
degree
a result
as aof result
their of their
lectures and
lectures
participated
and participated
in discussions
in discussions
at variousat various
participation
participation
in the programme.
in the programme.
governmental
governmental
institutions,institutions,
universities,
universities,
and private
and private
enterprises.
enterprises.
The participants
The participants
learned about
learned
innovative
about innovative
Further results
Further
of outcome
results ofmonitoring
outcome monitoring
are presented
are presented
in
in
methods and
methods
tools in
and
their
tools
working
in their
fields
working
and as
fields
a result
and as athis
result
outcome
thismonitoring
outcome monitoring
report.
report.
of their tripoftotheir
Europe,
trip tomany
Europe,
of them
manyforof the
them
firstfortime,
the first time,
they werethey
exposed
were to
exposed
westernto culture
westernand
culture
solutionand solutionorientated orientated
approaches
approaches
analysis and
analysis
problem
and
solving.
problem solving.

A Senior Study
A Senior
GroupStudy
on a visit
Group
to on
Luzern
a visit to Luzern

OUTCOME
OUTCOME
MONITORING
MONITORING
OF ALSCOF ALSC

Outcome Monitoring
OutcomeinMonitoring
Jiuzhai valley,
in Jiuzhai
Sichuan
valley, Sichuan

JIUZHAI VALLEY
JIUZHAI VALLEY

Jiuzhai valley
Jiuzhai
is located
valley in
is the
located
northwest
in the part
northwest
of Sichuan
part of Sichuan
After the After
study-visits
the study-visits
were completed,
were completed,
SSMTP and
SSMTP
and
province.
The
province.
valleyThe
consists
valleyofconsists
three large
of three
Y-shaped
large Y-shaped
CTCSPMOCTCSPMO
maintainedmaintained
close contact
close with
contact
former
with canyons.
former The
canyons.
national
The
park
national
is named
park after
is named
the nine
afterlocal
the nine local
trainees. Outcomes
trainees. Outcomes
resulting from
resulting
participation
from participation
in the
in the villages
Tibetan
Tibetanthat
villages
inhabitthat
it. The
inhabit
elevation
it. The of
elevation
Jiuzhai of Jiuzhai
programmeprogramme
have beenhave
presented
been presented
to SSMTP/CTCSPMO
to SSMTP/CTCSPMO
ranges from
ranges
1980 from
m to 1980
3100 m
m to
above
3100sea
m above
level, and
sea itlevel,
is and it is
December 2010
December 2010
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38 km long38from
km long
southfrom
to north,
south23
to km
north,
wide
23from
km wide
east to
from east to
2
2
areakmthat
area
includes
that includes
west, andwest,
covers
and a covers
730 km
a 730
approximately
approximately
60 km2 of 60
km2land.
forest
of forest
The land.
valleyThe
features
valley features
108 lakes,108
17 lakes,
waterfalls
17 waterfalls
and an abundance
and an abundance
of water of water
springs. Insprings.
1992, UNESCO
In 1992, UNESCO
declared Jiuzhai
declaredvalley
Jiuzhai
a valley a
Natural World
NaturalHeritage
World Heritage
Site. From
Site.spring
Fromthrough
spring through
autumn the
autumn
valleythe
attracts
valleybetween
attracts 16’000
betweento 16’000
18’000 to 18’000
tourists daily.
tourists
Thedaily.
valleyThe
is one
valleyof isthe
one
most
of the
popular
most popular
tourist destinations
tourist destinations
in China. in China.

Tibetan citizens
Tibetan
rentcitizens
folk costumes
rent folktocostumes
tourists for
to photography
tourists for photography

In addition,Inlocal
addition,
citizens
localhave
citizens
benefited
have from
benefited
numerous
from numerous
recently introduced
recently introduced
preferentialpreferential
policies. Among
policies.these
Among these
policies are
policies
tax relief
are for
taxlocal
reliefbusinesses
for local businesses
and facilitated
and facilitated
access to
access
mortgage
to mortgage
financing. financing.
Although Although
private
private
shareholders
shareholders
hold only hold
49% only
of the
49%
stock
of the
of the
stock
Jiuzhai
of the Jiuzhai
Development
Development
Company,Company,
under a recent
underreform
a recent
they
reform
will they will
Shuzheng Waterfall
Shuzheng
in Waterfall
Jiuzhai Valley
in Jiuzhai Valley
receive 77%
receive
of company
77% of earning.
companyFurther,
earning.residents
Further, of
residents of
Jiuzhai valley
Jiuzhai
receive
valley
a yearly
receive8 amillion
yearlyCNY
8 million
(1.14CNY
million
(1.14 million
In 2005 the
In 2005
Director
the ofDirector
the Administrative
of the Administrative
Bureau ofBureau
SFR)ofallowance
SFR) allowance
from the local
from government.
the local government.
In this wayIn this way
Jiuzhaigou,
Jiuzhaigou,
Mr. ZhangMr.Xiaoping,
Zhang Xiaoping,
participated
participated
in the
in
thethe
Jiuzhaigou
the Jiuzhaigou
Administrative
Administrative
Bureau has
Bureau
improved
has the
improved the
ALSC training
ALSC
programme.
training programme.
His study-visit
His study-visit
in Switzerland,
in Switzerland,
integrationintegration
of Tibetanofcitizens
Tibetaninto
citizens
tourism
intodevelopment
tourism development
France, Germany
France, and
Germany
Austria
and
as Austria
part of as
thepart
SSMTP
of thehad
SSMTP
hadregion.
in the
in the region.
a great impact
a great
on impact
Mr Zhang’s
on Mrmanagement
Zhang’s management
career. Hecareer. He
was inspired
wasby
inspired
the efficiency
by the efficiency
of public transportation,
of public transportation,
The Management
The Management
of Jiuzhai of
Administrative
Jiuzhai Administrative
Bureau also
Bureau also
the mixture
theof mixture
cultural of
heritage
culturaland
heritage
modern
andtechnology,
modern technology,
realised after
realised
their after
SSMTP
theirexperience
SSMTP experience
that in order
thattoin order to
the harmonious
the harmonious
cohabitation
cohabitation
of differentof ethnic
different
groups
ethnic groups
protect theprotect
qualitythe
of quality
the natural
of theresources
natural resources
of Jiuzhai,of Jiuzhai,
and especially
and especially
the concept
theand
concept
practice
andofpractice
eco-tourism
of eco-tourism
in
in
ecological
ecological
policy andpolicy
awareness
and awareness
must somehow
must somehow
be
be
a way that
a way
caused
thathim
caused
to become
him to abecome
champion
a champion
for
for among
enforced
enforced
employees,
among employees,
local citizens
local
and
citizens
especially
and especially
environmental
environmental
development
development
reform in Jiuzhai
reform in
valley.
Jiuzhai
All valley.
the All
tourists
the visiting
touriststhe
visiting
region.
theThrough
region. the
Through
use of
the use of
of his permanent
of his permanent
employeesemployees
were split were
into dozens
split intoofdozens
of
information
information
booklets, booklets,
an internet
an homepage,
internet homepage,
on-site
on-site
Action Learning
Action Learning
groups togroups
study to
thestudy
concepts
the concepts
and
and
presentations
presentations
about endangered
about endangered
animals and
animals
plantsand
in plants in
practices practices
of eco-tourism
of eco-tourism
and otherand
innovative
other innovative
ideas
ideas
the
area, the
signs
area,
posted
signsalong
posted
hiking
along
paths
hiking
andpaths
otherand other
brought back
brought
fromback
Europe
frombyEurope
Mr. Zhang.
by Mr.The
Zhang.
goal The
of goal
of
measures,
measures,
the Jiuzhaithe
tourism
Jiuzhai
bureau
tourism
has
bureau
tried to
has
guide
tried to guide
Jiuzhai management
Jiuzhai management
was redefined
was redefined
to be protecting
to be protecting
the
the and
Chinese
Chinese
international
and international
visitors to visitors
learn more
to learn
about
more about
environment
environment
while at the
while
same
at the
timesame
enriching
time the
enriching
lives thethe
lives
environmental
the environmental
“dos and “dos
don’ts”
andofdon’ts”
behaviour
of behaviour
at
at
and employment
and employment
opportunityopportunity
of local of
citizens
local and
citizensbeautiful
and and
beautiful
valuable
andtourist
valuable
venues.
touristBeginning
venues. Beginning
in 2006, in 2006,
promoting promoting
sustainable
sustainable
tourism. tourism.
the Jiuzhai
theAdministrative
Jiuzhai Administrative
Bureau has
Bureau
invested
has more
invested more
than 1 billion
than 1CNY
billion
(142.6
CNY million
(142.6 SFR)
millionin SFR)
eco- in ecoOne of One
the more
of theimportant
more important
aspects of
aspects
regional
of regional
infrastructure
infrastructure
development
development
and
environmental
and
environmental
sustainable
sustainable
development
development
introducedintroduced
was cohabitation
was cohabitation
protection.protection.
and cooperation
and cooperation
between Han
between
immigrants
Han immigrants
and local and local
Tibetans. The
Tibetans.
total population
The total population
of Jiuzhai of
Valley
Jiuzhai
National
Valley National
Park is just
Park
overis 1’000,
just over
comprised
1’000, comprised
of over 110
of families.
over 110 families.
Due to theDue
advancement
to the advancement
of tourism,ofthe
tourism,
qualitythe
of life
quality
of of life of
local inhabitants
local inhabitants
has increased
has increased
steadily over
steadily
the past
overfew
the past few
years. The
years.
prefectural
The prefectural
government
government
and the and
tourism
the tourism
Logo
LogoValley:
of Jiuzhai
a Tibetan
Valley:character
a Tibetanwhich
character
lookswhich
like an
looks like an
bureau provided
bureau job
provided
opportunities
job opportunities
for more for
thanmore
600 than
600of Jiuzhai
meaning
eye,
that
meaning
the valley
thatshould
the valley
be protected
should beasprotected
you would
as you would
residents. residents.
Further education
Further education
and specific
andtraining
specificwas
trainingeye,
was
own eyes
your own eyes
offered to offered
native people,
to nativesopeople,
they can
so work
they in
canthe
work
valley
in the protect
valley yourprotect
and contribute
and contribute
to the development
to the development
of their of
localtheir local
The huge The
number
hugeofnumber
touristsofvisiting
tourists
thevisiting
valley the
in high
valley in high
community.
community.
During school
Duringsummer
school holidays
summer Tibetan
holidays Tibetan
season
remains
season
one
remains
of
the
one
most
of
the
pressing
most
challenges
pressing
challenges
language language
courses are
courses
organized
are organized
for students
for so
students
the so the
faced
by
environmental
faced
by
environmental
managers.
managers.
In
the
“golden
In
the
week“
“golden
week“
younger generation
younger generation
can improve
can their
improve
language
their language
skills
skills
national
Chinese holiday
nationalperiod
holidayat period
the beginning
at the beginning
of
of
while retaining
while their
retaining
Tibetan
theirculture
Tibetan
in culture
a primarily
in a Han
primarilyChinese
Han
October
the
October
national
the
park
national
receives
park
on
receives
average
on
30’000
average
30’000
based society.
basedSuch
society.
support
Suchmeasures
support measures
are intended
are to
intended to
visitors
visitors
while
daily,
during
while
theduring
whole the
winter
whole
onlywinter
a fewonly a few
encourageencourage
the local citizenry
the localtocitizenry
continuetotocontinue
be proud
to of
be proud
of daily,
hundred
tourists
hundred
visit
tourists
the
valley.
visit
the
A
substantial
valley.
A
substantial
allocation
allocation
their ethnictheir
roots
ethnic
and roots
their social
and their
andsocial
cultural
and
traditions,
cultural traditions,
of their
humanofcapital,
humanfinancial
capital, and
financial
otherand
resources
other resources
are
are
thereby assisting
therebythem
assisting
in promoting
them in promoting
and passing
andonpassing
their on
Tibetan heritage.
Tibetan heritage.
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required torequired
cope with
to cope
the surge
with the
in tourism
surge induring
tourism
thisduring this
period
period

HUANGLONG
HUANGLONG
The very beautiful
The very area
beautiful
of Huanglong
area of Huanglong
is situatedisinsituated
the
in the
northwest northwest
part of Sichuan
part of Province.
Sichuan Province.
The Huanglong
The Huanglong
valley features
valleysnow-capped
features snow-capped
peaks andpeaks
the easternmost
and the easternmost
glaciers inglaciers
China. In
in addition
China. Intoaddition
its magnificent
to its magnificent
mountain mountain
landscapes,
landscapes,
diverse forest
diverse
ecosystems,
forest ecosystems,
and spectacular
and spectacular
limestone limestone
formations,formations,
the area the
has area
manyhas
spectacular
many spectacular
waterfalls waterfalls
and hot springs.
and hotThe
springs.
area The
also area
has aalso
sizable
has a sizable
populationpopulation
of endangered
of endangered
animals, including
animals, the
including
giant the giant
panda andpanda
the Sichuan
and thegolden
Sichuan
snub-nosed
golden snub-nosed
monkey. The
monkey. The
Huanglong
cable car, an
cable
inspiration
car, anfrom
inspiration
Jungfraujoch
from Jungfraujoch
total area total
of the
area
Huanglong
of the Huanglong
nature sanctuary
nature sanctuary
is about is Huanglong
about
2
2
2
2
2’360 km 2’360
, but only
km , 100
but km
only is100
accessible
km is accessible
for tourists.
for tourists.
Theby
cable The
car equipment
cable car equipment
installed atinstalled
Huanglong
at Huanglong
is made is made
HuanglongHuanglong
was declared
was declared
a World aHeritage
World Site
Heritage
by Site
by
a
leading
by
a
Austrian
leading
company
Austrian
company
and
applies
and
highly
applies highly
UNESCO UNESCO
in 1992. in 1992.
advanced advanced
technologytechnology
and the and
best the
safety
bestsystem
safety system
available in
available
the world.
in the
It brings
world.2’500
It brings
visitors
2’500
pervisitors
hour toper hour to
the summitthe
plane.
summit
In case
plane.
of In
a forest
case of
fire,
a forest
firefighters
fire, firefighters
can
can
come intocome
operation
into operation
in 3 minutes.
in 3 70
minutes.
employees
70 employees
are
are
responsible
responsible
for the safe
for and
the safe
efficient
and functioning
efficient functioning
and
and
maintenance
maintenance
of the cableway,
of the cableway,
and all ofand
them
all are
of them are
factory-trained
factory-trained
in Austria. in Austria.
Presently, Presently,
three yearsthree
afteryears
the cable
after car
the was
cableplaced
car was
intoplaced into
service, Huanglong
service, Huanglong
receives nearly
receives
twonearly
milliontwo
tourists
million
in tourists in
the peak the
season,
peak aseason,
multiplea growth
multipleover
growth
the over
visitorthe visitor
number innumber
2005. in
This2005.
has This
brought
has new
brought
problems
new problems
in
in
terms of protecting
terms of protecting
the scenicthe
beauty
scenic
of beauty
the mountain.
of the mountain.
The Huanglong
The Huanglong
management
management
team adjusted
teamthe
adjusted
strategic
the strategic
plan
continuously
plan
continuously
to
sustain
to
the
sustain
eco-balance
the
eco-balance
of
the
of the
Huanglong Huanglong
valley – Welcome
valley –Lake
Welcome Lake
HuanglongHuanglong
area whilearea
at the
while
same
at the
timesame
meeting
time the
meeting the
preferences
preferences
of sightseers.
of sightseers.
300 Huanglong
300 Huanglong
employeesemployees
Mr. TangMr. Siyuan,
Tang Siyuan,
the Director
the Director
of Huanglong
of Huanglong
have
been
have
trained
been
in
trained
solution-orientated
in
solution-orientated
Action
Learning
Action Learning
Administrative
Administrative
Bureau, participated
Bureau, participated
in the SSMTP
in the inSSMTP in
groups ingroups
their off-season,
in their off-season,
and mostand
of most
them of
are them are
2005. Beginning
2005. Beginning
around this
around
time a
thissixtime
yeara dialogue
six year dialogue
Tibetans.
In
Tibetans.
this
way,
In
the
this
Action
way,
the
Learning
Action
method
Learning
used
method used
took placetook
overplace
eco-development
over eco-development
and tourism.
and At
tourism.
the
At the
by the
by thewas
SSMTP
multiplied
was multiplied
and gained
and
sustainability
gained sustainability
core of the
corediscussion
of the discussion
was the issue
was the
of whether
issue of awhether
a SSMTP
the regional
in theadministration.
regional administration.
cableway cableway
to assist tourists
to assistbytourists
makingbytheir
making
visitstheir
morevisitsinmore
pleasing and
pleasing
safer and
should
safer
be should
built in be
Huanglong.
built in Huanglong.
On one On one
During
SSMTP-participant
his SSMTP-participant
study-visit study-visit
in Switzerland
in Switzerland
hand environmental
hand environmental
experts emphasised
experts emphasised
the risks the
of risks
of hisDuring
Mr.
Tang
Mr.
was
Tang
most
was
impressed
most
impressed
by
how
Swiss
by
how
tourism
Swiss tourism
serious ecological
serious ecological
destructiondestruction
and the visual
and the
pollution
visual pollution
manages manages
its responsibilities
its responsibilities
down to the
down
most
to the
minute
most minute
effects of effects
having of
cable
having
carscable
operating
cars operating
in the mountains.
in the mountains.
detail.
Together
detail.
Together
with
his
team,
with
his
Mr.
team,
Tang
Mr.
transformed
Tang
transformed
On the other
On the
handother
onlyhand
very only
few tourists
very fewwere
tourists
ablewere
to able to
Huanglong
Huanglong
administration
administration
to a moretocustomer-oriented
a more customer-oriented
climb to the
climb
3’300
to m
thesummit
3’300 m
plane
summit
without
plane
assistance
without assistance
of
of
management
management
approach. approach.
Oxygen stations,
Oxygensanitary
stations,rooms
sanitary rooms
the type provided
the typeby
provided
a cableway.
by a cableway.
Environmental
Environmental
experts experts
and
facilities
and
for
facilities
handicapped
for
handicapped
people
were
people
constructed
were
constructed
at
at
pointed out
pointed
that hiking
out that
tours
hiking
by only
toursvery
by only
few tourists
very few tourists
the mountain.
the mountain.
Visitors are
Visitors
only are
allowed
only toallowed
walk on
to walk on
already had
already
caused
hadtremendous
caused tremendous
damage to
damage
sensitive
to sensitive
wooden
wooden
which
paths
stretch
which
throughout
stretch throughout
the whole the
of the
whole of the
alpine plants
alpine
andplants
had resulted
and had inresulted
the deposition
in the deposition
of a
of a paths
Huanglong
accessibleaccessible
area. To limit
area.the
Todeforestation
limit the deforestation
of
of
large amount
large of
amount
rubbishof over
rubbish
much
overof much
this very
of thisHuanglong
very
the
environment
the
environment
the
wooden
the
path
wooden
was
made
path
was
2
m
made
wide
–
2
m
wide
–
vulnerablevulnerable
and valuable
and area.
valuable
Even
area.
worse,
Evenhad
worse,
fire had fire
wide
enough
wide
to
enough
cope
with
to
cope
the
huge
with
the
crowds
huge
of
crowds
people
of
people
broken outbroken
as a result
out asofa aresult
lightning
of a strike
lightning
or from
strikeanor from an
visit the
who
site.
visit the site.
illegal tourist
illegal
campfire,
tourist fireman
campfire,couldn’t
firemanreach
couldn’t
the reach
scene the who
scene
in time to prevent
in time to
fireprevent
from spreading
fire from spreading
out of control.
out of control.
The study-visit
The study-visit
by Mr. Tang
by Mr.
to Tang
the world
to the
famous
world famous
Jungfraujoch
Jungfraujoch
mountain mountain
area inspired
area him
inspired
to have
him to have
designed and
designed
built an
and
“invisible”
built an cable
“invisible”
car passageway
cable car passageway
in
in
HuanglongHuanglong
similar to that
similar
of to
thethat
Jungfraubahnen,
of the Jungfraubahnen,
which
which
runs through
runstunnels.
throughThe
tunnels.
Huanglong
The Huanglong
cable railway
cable
was
railway was
constructed
constructed
from a lateral
from direction
a lateral in
direction
a hidden
in aarea.
hidden area.
Extreme care
Extreme
was care
takenwas
to minimize
taken to destruction
minimize destruction
of the
of the
virgin forest
virgin
andforest
ecosystem.
and ecosystem.
The cable The
railway
cable
was
railway
built was built
in 2008 inand
2008
satisfied
and satisfied
the requirements
the requirements
of all
of all
stakeholders,
stakeholders,
particularlyparticularly
those whothose
werewho
concerned
were concerned
only aboutonly
meeting
aboutstringent
meetingenvironmental
stringent environmental
preservation
preservation
standards.standards.
Wooden path
Wooden
in Huanglong
path in Huanglong
December 2010
December 2010
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HYDROPOWER
HYDROPOWER
STATIONSTATION
CLOSEDCLOSED

style housing.
This Tibetan
traditional traditional
style housing.
This Tibetan
cultural cultural
preservation
has received
very favourable
preservation
approach approach
has received
very favourable
GanziAutonomous
Tibetan Autonomous
in the north-west
Ganzi Tibetan
PrefecturePrefecture
in the north-west
response
fromTibetan
the local
Tibetan citizens.
response from
the local
citizens.
part of is
Sichuan
one ofregions
many rising
regions
part of Sichuan
one ofis many
in rising in
terms of economic
development
popularity popularity
in SichuanininSichuan
terms ofineconomic
development
and tourism.
and tourism.
A hydropower
station
in the
middle
of the beauty
A hydropower
station located
in located
the middle
of the
beauty
of the scenic
Mugecuo
scenic
area had energy
provided
to the
of the Mugecuo
area
had provided
to energy
the
area for
years. However,
at the
time the station
area for years.
However,
at the same
timesame
the station
was considered
to bepollution
a visual problem
pollution which
problem which
was considered
to be a visual
detracted
from the eco-tourism
development
initiatives of
detracted from
the eco-tourism
development
initiatives of
Mugecuopark.
national
park. A SSMTP-participant
Mugecuo national
A SSMTP-participant
from Ganzifrom Ganzi
to the
local government
and
presented presented
the issuetheto issue
the local
government
and
that sustainable
development
was the most
suggestedsuggested
that sustainable
development
was the most
appropriate
eco-management
approach
for the
appropriate
eco-management
approach for
the region.
At region. At
the beginning
of 2006
Ganzi
county government
the beginning
of 2006 Ganzi
county
government
adopted adopted
the to
proposal
to close
the hydroelectric
power
the proposal
close the
hydroelectric
power plant
and plant and
investin further
in development
of sustainable
eco- tenements
to invest to
further
development
of sustainable
ecoTibetan in
tenements
in Yading, County
Daocheng County
Tibetan
Yading, Daocheng
tourism.
Fortime
the first
time in and
Sichuan
and in
tourism. For
the first
in Sichuan
in China,
a China, a
water
power
was
to the
water power
plant
was plant
closed
to closed
the benefit
of benefit
tourismof tourism
Cooperation
Titlis-Mountain
and Engelberg
Cooperation
between between
Titlis-Mountain
and Engelberg
development.
development.
is anexample
inspiringofexample
of goodforpractice
town is antown
inspiring
good practice
SSMTPfor SSMTP
participants
asofa the
result
of the
mutualthat
support
participants
as a result
mutual
support
has that has
taken
placethe
between
scenic area
mountain
area and local
taken place
between
scenicthe
mountain
and local
As a consequence
the Sino-Swiss
citizens. citizens.
As a consequence
of the of
Sino-Swiss
partnership
programme,
participants
from Daocheng
partnership
programme,
participants
from Daocheng
County
havea gained
better understanding
of the
County have
gained
better aunderstanding
of the
advantages
basing development
regional development
advantages
of basing ofregional
planning planning
on respect
trust andforrespect
Tibetanand
citizens and
and actionand
on action
trust and
Tibetanforcitizens
theirtraditions.
cultural traditions.
Taking
nativeinterests
Tibetan interests
their cultural
Taking native
Tibetan
intoand
account
and them
involving
them
in themaking
decision making
into account
involving
in the
decision
process
was
thetoward
first step
towardofcreation
of harmonious
process was
the first
step
creation
harmonious
sustainable
development
in The
the area.
Theofsuccess
of this
sustainable
development
in the area.
success
this
is likely
onereasons
of the why
reasons
two densely
is likely one
of the
thesewhy
twothese
densely
Tibetan (Ganzi
Counties
(Ganzi
and Daocheng)
did
populated populated
Tibetan Counties
and
Daocheng)
did
notinvolved
becomeininvolved
in the
social
thatinoccurred in
not become
the social
unrest
thatunrest
occurred
Entrance
ticket to Mugecuonational
park
Entrance ticket
to Mugecuonational
park
other
Tibetan
ethnic
areas2008.
in March 2008.
other Tibetan
ethnic
areas
in March
powerwas
station
was demolished
the Mugecuo
After the After
powerthe
station
demolished
the Mugecuo
scenic
area reopened
in 2009.
Mr.
the
scenic area
reopened
to tourism to
in tourism
2009. Mr.
Hu Bin,
theHu Bin,
ECO-TOURISM
EDUCATION
AND MARKETING
ECO-TOURISM
EDUCATION
AND MARKETING
Vice-Director
of the provincial
Sichuan provincial
tourism bureau
Vice-Director
of the Sichuan
tourism bureau
Before
2005provincial
Sichuan provincial
andgovernment
regional government
Before
Sichuan
and regional
and,former
another
formerparticipant
SSMTP participant
pointed
that 2005
and, another
SSMTP
pointed out
that out
focused
on management
of operations
business operations
on mostly
management
of business
many applied
conceptsin applied
in Mugecuo
werefrom
adoptedfocused
from mostly
many concepts
Mugecuo
were adopted
scenice.g.,
areas,
e.g.,restaurants
hotels, restaurants
in scenic inareas,
hotels,
and traveland travel
the tourism
Swiss development
tourism development
model including
the Swiss
model including
agencies.
During
theirof study
of eco-tourism
and
agencies.
During their
study
eco-tourism
and
drinking
and advanced
for,
purificationpurification
of drinkingofwater
and water
advanced
treatment treatment
for,
sustainable
development
SSMTP participants
sustainable
development
SSMTP participants
were mostwere most
mountaintosickness
to a
name
mountain sickness
name but
few. but a few.
by extent
the great
extentSwiss
to which
Swiss managers
impressedimpressed
by the great
to which
managers
and makers
decisionare
makers
are environmentally
conscientious
and decision
environmentally
conscientious
in
their
approach
to
tourism
development.
in
their
approach
to
tourism
development.
This
led This led
PRESERVATION
OF TIBETAN
PRESERVATION
OF TIBETAN
STYLE STYLE
participants
to the realisation
that protecting
the
participants
to the realisation
that protecting
the
ARCHITECTURE
ARCHITECTURE
environment
with consideration
of the preferences
environment
starts withstarts
consideration
of the preferences
of tourists
as customers
and consumers
of
of tourists
as customers
and consumers
of
Yadingsanctuary
nature sanctuary
in the beautiful
Yading nature
is locatedis inlocated
the beautiful
environmental
This approach
takes into
environmental
benefits. benefits.
This approach
takes into
Tibetan
area of Daocheng
(Rice
It is a popular
Tibetan area
of Daocheng
(Rice Town).
It Town).
is a popular
how actually
tourists use
actually
use environmental
account account
how tourists
environmental
for tourists,
Chinese although
tourists, the
although
the journey
destinationdestination
for Chinese
journey
resources
so that protection
andcan
methods can
resources
so that protection
strategies strategies
and methods
from Chengdu
Yading
days To
by bus.
To
from Chengdu
to Yadingtotakes
twotakes
days two
by bus.
be introduced
be most The
effective.
Swiss approach
introduced
to be mosttoeffective.
SwissThe
approach
provideaccess
better an
access
airport
provide better
airportan was
builtwas
nearbuilt benear
taughtparticipants
Chinese participants
that
tourists
also taughtalso
Chinese
that tourists
need
to beneed to be
DaochengDaocheng
in 2008. in 2008.
in sound environmental
As a result
educated educated
in sound environmental
practices. practices.
As a result
of their experience
tourism regulations
were
of their experience
provincial provincial
tourism regulations
were
Modern architectural
design
has increasingly
become increasingly
Modern architectural
design has
become
changed
and based
improved
based
on the of
concepts
changed
improved
on the
concepts
tourists of tourists
in Daocheng
as the
living standards
of
the and
popular inpopular
Daocheng
as the living
standards
of the
as customers
andeducation”.
“tourism education”.
as
and “tourism
Tibetan
people
over decade
the pastordecade
or customers
so.
Tibetan people
have
risenhave
overrisen
the past
so.
hasinresulted
removal
and replacement
of
This trendThis
has trend
resulted
removalinand
replacement
of
the traditional
vintage style
cottageof style
of buildings,
the traditional
vintage cottage
buildings,
large apartment
housing development
particularlyparticularly
as large as
apartment
housing development
projects
been constructed
themaintain
city. To maintain
projects have
beenhave
constructed
in the city.inTo
restore
the traditional
Tibetanbeauty
scenicand
beauty and
or restoreorthe
traditional
Tibetan scenic
authenticity
in thearea,
Yading
area, Daocheng
County has
authenticity
in the Yading
Daocheng
County has
encouraged
Tibetans
to their
preserve
theirculture
unique culture
encouraged
Tibetans to
preserve
unique
and traditions
and has supported
them financially
for
and traditions
and has supported
them financially
for
building environmentally-friendly,
comfortable
building environmentally-friendly,
comfortable
yet still yet still
December 2010
December 2010
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asinrevealed
in double-digit
substantialsubstantial
economic economic
growth as growth
revealed
double-digit
growth
for decades.
several decades.
as a
growth rates
for rates
several
However, However,
as a
consequence
of rapid
city’swater
air and water
consequence
of rapid growth
thegrowth
city’s the
air and
became increasingly
more polluted.
resources resources
became increasingly
more polluted.
of the Sino-Swiss
partnership,
a team
Under the Under
supportthe
of support
the Sino-Swiss
partnership,
a team
from the
citydesigned
authorityand
designed
and implemented
from the Ziyang
cityZiyang
authority
implemented
a programme
for environmental
management
of the
a programme
for environmental
management
of the
water resources.
Initially,officials
regional
officials
city’s watercity’s
resources.
Initially, regional
from
all from all
city divisions,
not just environmental
officials, were
city divisions,
not just environmental
officials, were
educated
in the of
principles
of sound
water management.
educated in
the principles
sound water
management.
to understand
the between
tradeoffs between
Everyone Everyone
needed toneeded
understand
the tradeoffs
and increases
in Then
pollution.
economic economic
growth andgrowth
increases
in pollution.
they Then they
had that
to realize
some growth
economic
growth
to be
had to realize
some that
economic
needed
to needed
be
sacrificed
order to
achieve sustainable
development
in
sacrificed in
order to in
achieve
sustainable
development
in
During
Golden
Week in2010
October
7-day national
During Golden
Week
in October
(the 2010
7-day (the
national
theThese
long-run.
These were
concepts
were
the long-run.
concepts
taught
in ataught
varietyinofa variety of
holiday
begins
on
October
1)
Sichuan
Province
received
more
holiday begins on October 1) Sichuan Province received more
contexts schools,
including farms
schools,
and the agricultural
contexts including
andfarms
the agricultural
thantourists.
21 million
tourists.
was an
of 24.4% visitors
than 21 million
This
was anThis
increase
of increase
24.4% visitors
industry,
private enterprises
and especially
in
industry, public
andpublic
privateand
enterprises
and especially
in
to the
previous year
compared tocompared
the previous
year
heavy manufacturing
industry. regulations
Emission regulations
the heavy the
manufacturing
industry. Emission
and standards
were and
tightened
and numerous
and standards
were tightened
numerous
sanctions sanctions
Their study-visit
helpedof leaders
of thetourism
Sichuan tourism
Their study-visit
helped leaders
the Sichuan
to
punish
misbehaviour
were
instituted
in short order.
to
punish
misbehaviour
were
instituted
in
short
order.
administration
bureau better
became
better acquainted
with
administration
bureau became
acquainted
with
European
ways ofand
travelling
and sight-seeing.
European ways
of travelling
sight-seeing.
As a resultAs a result
number
of eco-tourism
Sichuan eco-tourism
projects were
a numbera of
Sichuan
projects were
trekking
and for
camping
for example,
were
introduced,introduced,
trekking and
camping
example,
were
of tourists.
western tourists.
designed designed
to meet to
the meet
needstheof needs
western
Representatives
from international
travel were
agencies were
Representatives
from international
travel agencies
to visitas
Sichuan
as of
a means
of marketing
and
invited to invited
visit Sichuan
a means
marketing
and
the eco-tourism
assets
of the This
province. This
advertisingadvertising
the eco-tourism
assets of the
province.
strategy
off as measured
the fact that
marketing marketing
strategy paid
off aspaid
measured
by the factby
that
2006average
to 2010annual
average
annual
tourism
growth was
from 2006from
to 2010
tourism
growth
was
17.8%
the earthquake
2008. In 2010
17.8% despite
thedespite
earthquake
disaster indisaster
2008. Inin2010
growth in
tourism
was
28.1%, contributing
the growththe
in tourism
was
28.1%,
contributing
11.2% to 11.2% to
Sichuan’s GDP.
Sichuan’s GDP.
After the disastrous
in 2008
Action Learning
After the disastrous
earthquakeearthquake
in 2008 Action
Learning
groupsorganised
were organised
by provincial
groups were
by provincial
and localand local
visit to
Chengdu
Wetland Park
to Chengdu
Wetland
Park
governments
for reconstruction.
More
than On-site
1000 visitOn-site
governments
for reconstruction.
More than
1000
and volunteers
were
for this purpose.
employeesemployees
and volunteers
were trained
for trained
this purpose.
As environmental
grew
amongand
leaders and
As environmental
awarenessawareness
grew among
leaders
Regions
and areas
scenicwhere
areasformer
where SSMTP
former SSMTP
Regions and
scenic
citizens pollution
control methods,
and
citizens pollution
control methods,
processes processes
and
were involved
in the reconstruction
participantsparticipants
were involved
in the reconstruction
practises
were
set
in
motion.
A
water
quality
monitoring
practises
were
set
in
motion.
A
water
quality
monitoring
from thethan
disaster
other regions.
recovered recovered
faster fromfaster
the disaster
otherthan
regions.
system
wasatinstalled
over 20along
locations
along the Min,
system was
installed
over 20 at
locations
the Min,
For Ermei,
example,
Ermei,and
Jiuzhai
and Huanglong
For example,
Jiuzhai
Huanglong
resumed resumed
Tuo
and
Jiangling
rivers.
As
soon
as
critical
pollution
Tuo
and
Jiangling
rivers.
As
soon
as
critical
pollution
so number
that theofnumber
visitors one
operationsoperations
quickly soquickly
that the
visitors ofone
levels
in were
the water
were exceeded,
an alarm
levels
water
exceeded,
an alarm was
set offwas set off
after the earthquake
theofamount
of thein the
year after year
the earthquake
exceeded exceeded
the amount
the
automatically
in the Environmental
automatically
in the Environmental
Bureau. InBureau.
addition,Inaaddition, a
previous year
previous year
citizen complaint
hotline
was established
to
citizen complaint
telephone telephone
hotline was
established
to
improvereporting
on-site reporting
of pollution.
Citizens with
improve on-site
of pollution.
Citizens with
to computers
their observations
access to access
computers
also could also
sendcould
their send
observations
anonymously
to the an
cityonline
usingform.
an online
anonymously
to the city using
Due form.
to thisDue to this
in transparency
and rapid information
increase inincrease
transparency
and rapid information
exchange exchange
sourcesbe could
be reported
quickly and
pollution pollution
sources could
reported
quickly and
and punished.
For instance,
in
offenders offenders
identified identified
and punished.
For instance,
in
October
1580 anonymous
October 2007
15802007
anonymous
complaint complaint
calls werecalls were
made
and 114
email messages
were
made using
the using
hotlinethe
andhotline
114 email
messages
were
the
city and cases
disclosed
sent
sent to thesent
city to
and
disclosed
werecases
sent were
directly
to directly to
mayorfor
of Ziyang
the mayor the
of Ziyang
action. for action.

Panda
discount
card wasand
designed
issued to boost
The Panda The
discount
card
was designed
issued and
to boost
tourismwith
in Sichuan
with great success
tourism in Sichuan
great success

THE GREENING
OF CITY
ZIYANG CITY
THE GREENING
OF ZIYANG
Ziyang
City,in located
in the south-east
part of Sichuan
Ziyang City,
located
the south-east
part of Sichuan
Province,
has an estimated
of 4.8
Province, has
an estimated
population population
of 4.8 million
withmillion with
2
2
residents distributed
a of
land
area
residents distributed
over a landover
area
37.5
kmof
. 37.5
As a km . As a
rapidly developing
city it experienced
rapidly developing
industrial industrial
city it experienced
December 2010
December 2010
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Study of water
Study
environmental
of water environmental
managementmanagement
in the ThreeinGorges
the Three Gorges
The Meishanwast-water
The Meishanwast-water
treatment plant
treatment
collected
plant
waste
collected
waterwaste water
water conservancy
water conservancy
project
project
from 12 industrial
from 12
parks.
industrial
Waterparks.
quality
Water
is to quality
be controlled
is to beand
controlled and
analysed continuously.
analysed continuously.

Under the Under
pressure
the ofpressure
increased
of increased
competitioncompetition
between between
regions in regions
attracting
in capital
attracting
andcapital
investment,
and investment,
regional regional
Historically,Historically,
pollution fines
pollution
in China
fines have
in China
beenhave
low, been low,
leaders were
leaders
challenged
were challenged
to balanceto the
balance
costs the
and costs and
making it financially
making it financially
advantageous
advantageous
to pollute and
to pollute
then and then
benefits ofbenefits
economic
of economic
expansion expansion
versus environment
versus environment
simply paysimply
applicable
pay applicable
penalties rather
penalties
thanrather
to spend
than to spend
protection. protection.
To achieveTosustainable
achieve sustainable
development
development
shortshortmoney on prevention,
money on prevention,
to the extent
to that
the extent
some companies
that some companies
term profit had
termto
profit
be sacrificed.
had to be To
sacrificed.
reduce To
water
reduce
pollution
water pollution
have systematically
have systematically
incorporated
incorporated
such expenditures
such expenditures
into
into
the city government
the city government
of Ziyang shutdown
of Ziyang 100
shutdown
million100
fish million fish
their budgets.
their budgets.
To stop Tosuchstoppractises
such practises
recent
recent
farming projects
farming and
projects
15 other
and 15
highother
profithigh
but profit
high but high
amendments
amendments
to the Water
to the
Pollution
WaterPrevention
Pollution Prevention
Control
Control
polluting investment
polluting investment
projects. As
projects.
a result
AsZiyang
a result
was
Ziyang was
Law have raised
Law have
financial
raised
penalties
financialfor
penalties
pollutionforincidents
pollution incidents
awarded the
awarded
“Greenthe
City”
“Green
designation
City” designation
by the Sichuan
by the Sichuan
with no maximum
with no maximum
limit specified
limit for
specified
seriousfor
incidents.
serious incidents.
provincial government
provincial government
in 2010. Many
in 2010.
of the
Many
changes
of theinchanges in
Moreover, Moreover,
emission reduction
emission rates
reduction
haverates
established
have established
policy andpolicy
practise
and came
practiseas came
a direct
as aresult
directof result of
important measurement
important measurement
parametersparameters
for regionalforofficial
regional official
participation
participation
in the SSMPT
in the
Action
SSMPT
Learning
Actionprogramme.
Learning programme.
performance
performance
appraisal. appraisal.
Increases Increases
in compensation
in compensation
payments payments
for officials,
for managers
officials, managers
and staffsand
tied staffs
to
tied to
RECONSTRUCTION
RECONSTRUCTION
OF SEWAGE
OF SEWAGE
SYSTEMSSYSTEMS
IN
IN
achievement
achievement
of reduction
of rates
reduction
and other
rates acts
and other
approved
acts approved
CHENGDU
CHENGDU
AND SURROUNDING
AND SURROUNDING
AREAS AREAS recently reflect
recently
thereflect
effort the
and effort
determination
and determination
of the
of the
provincial government
provincial government
to use the to
legal
usesystem
the legal
to reduce
system to reduce
Chengdu isChengdu
the capital
is the
citycapital
of Sichuan
city ofProvince
Sichuanand
Province
is
and is
water pollution.
water pollution.
the main source
the main
of pollution
source ofofpollution
the MingofRiver
the Ming
Basin.
River
As Basin. As
such, it is such,
the key
it isarea
the in
keywhich
area pollution
in which abatement
pollution abatement
PHOENIX
PHOENIX
RIVER WETLAND
RIVER WETLAND
PARK PARK
programmes
programmes
are needed
aretoneeded
improvetowater
improve
quality
water
in quality
in
Ming RiverMing
so as
River
to meet
so asrequired
to meetcontamination
required contamination
level
level
Everglade Everglade
is referred is
to referred
as the “kidney
to as the
of “kidney
the earth”.
of the
To earth”. To
standards. standards.
To identifyTo
theidentify
best water
the best
pollution
watersolution,
pollution solution,
overcome overcome
waste water
waste
treatment
water problems
treatment construction
problems construction
the Chengdu
the Water
Chengdu
Resources
Water Resources
Bureau took
Bureau
part intook
the partofinwetland
the
of
areas
wetland
has become
areas has
anbecome
effectiveanand
effective
important
and important
SSMTP actively
SSMTP and
actively
applied
andwhat
applied
theywhat
learned
they inlearned
in formethod
method
water purification.
for water purification.
SwitzerlandSwitzerland
and Europeand
in their
Europe
owninworking
their own
areas.
working areas.
In 2006 the
In Chengdu
2006 the Environmental
Chengdu Environmental
Protection Protection
Bureau
Bureau
For instance,
For soon
instance,
after soon
their after
returntheir
to Chengdu
return to they
Chengdu
they more
invested
invested
thanmore
20 Million
than 20
CNY
Million
(nearly
CNY
3 (nearly
Million 3 Million
introduced introduced
random water
random
control
water
monitoring
control monitoring
in industrialin industrial
SFR) in water
SFR)
purification
in water purification
for the Phoenix
for theSecond
Phoenix
River.
Second River.
and in agriculture
and in agriculture
areas...In addition,
areas...Inthe
addition,
“polluter
thepays
“polluterOnly
pays
six months
Only six
after
months
construction
after construction
the largest the
man-made
largest man-made
principle” learned
principle”
from
learned
Swissfrom
law Swiss
was established
law was established
in the
in the in wetland
wetland
Chengduinwas
Chengdu
put into
was
operation.
put into The
operation.
wetland
The wetland
2
city and province.
city and Furthermore,
province. Furthermore,
industrial waste
industrial
water
wastecovers
water an covers
area of an
approximately
area of approximately
1.3 km2 and
1.3iskm
able
and
to is able to
processingprocessing
facilities were
facilities
constructed
were constructed
that use rainwater
that use rainwater
process 20’000
process
tons20’000
of waste
tonswater
of waste
into “class
water into
A” quality
“class A” quality
as a purification
as a purification
agent, which
agent,
became
whicha became
tremendous
a tremendous
water per day.
water per day.
success. Since
success.
2008Since
186 wastewater
2008 186 wastewater
treatment facilities
treatment facilities
have beenhave
built been
in Chengdu
built in and
Chengdu
surrounding
and surrounding
areas.
areas.
Annually more
Annually
thanmore
2 billion
thanRMB
2 billion
(nearly
RMB
300(nearly
million300 million
SFR) has SFR)
been has
invested
been for
invested
wastewater
for wastewater
and stream
and stream
water treatment.
water treatment.
Approximately
Approximately
42 streams42and
streams
small and small
rivers haverivers
beenhave
purified.
beenDespite
purified.
this
Despite
evidentthis
progress
evident progress
there is much
theremore
is much
workmore
to bework
donetotobeimprove
done towater
improve water
quality in Chengdu
quality inand
Chengdu
surrounding
and surrounding
areas.
areas.
A 2006 environmental
A 2006 environmental
report shows
report
thatshows
in November
that in November
of
of
that year that
67 industries
year 67 industries
in Chengdu
in Chengdu
City installed
City installed
automatic automatic
supervisorysupervisory
alarm systems
alarm systems
and 474 and 474
restaurantsrestaurants
were punished
wereorpunished
closed due
or closed
to waste
duewater
to waste water
discharge discharge
violations. violations.
This demonstrates
This demonstrates
that waterthat water
effluent monitoring
effluent monitoring
and controland
efforts
control
are working.
efforts are working.
On-site visit On-site
of the Sino-Swiss
visit of the project
Sino-Swiss
teamproject
in Chengdu
team in
Phoenix
Chengdu Phoenix
Second River
Second
Wetland
River
Park
Wetland Park

December 2010
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The Phoenix
The River
Phoenix
Wetland
River project
Wetlandwas
project
divided
wasindivided
two
in
In two
the period
In the
beginning
period beginning
in 2004 after
in 2004
the after
disaster
the the
disaster the
parts, a parts,
"pre-processing
a "pre-processing
project" and
project"
a "constructed
and a "constructed
ChuanhuaChuanhua
Chemical Chemical
Group has
Group
invested
has invested
110 million
110 million
wetland treatment"
wetland treatment"
project. Sewage
project. Sewage
runs through
runs athrough
CNYa (16 CNY
million(16SFR)
million
in technical
SFR) in technical
pollution reduction
pollution reduction
sedimentation
sedimentation
basin, anbasin,
aeration
an basin
aeration
andbasin
a filtering
and a filtering
facilities. Dysfunctional
facilities. Dysfunctional
pollution producing
pollution producing
and unsafe
and unsafe
basin, eventually
basin, eventually
reaching the
reaching
core system,
the corethe
system,
–wetland
the –wetland
machinerymachinery
has been has
disposed.
been disposed.
MeanwhileMeanwhile
19 emergency
19 emergency
area where
areaa where
variety aofvariety
aquaticof plants
aquaticand
plants
wetland
and wetland
lagoons have
lagoons
been
have
builtbeen
so that
built insocase
that of
in another
case of another
3
3
microbes microbes
absorb and
absorb
purifyand
thepurify
water,,
thebreaking
water,, down
breaking accident
down
of sewage
sewage
be captured
can be captured
without without
4’040
accident
m 4’040
m of can
the organic
the matter
organicin matter
the sewage.
in the The
sewage.
wetland
The filter
wetlandthreatening
filter
threatening
the surrounding
the surrounding
environment.
environment.
In addition,
In 76
addition, 76
facility contains
facilityacontains
total of eight
a totalprocessing
of eight processing
systems. Each
systems.ecological
Each
ecological
specialistsspecialists
and engineers
and engineers
have examined
have examined
system uses
system
plants
useswhich
plantshave
which
different
have absorption
different absorption
workflowsworkflows
continuously
continuously
to make to
sure
make
that sure
everythat
work
every work
qualities and
qualities
perform
anddifferent
performfiltration
differentfunctions.
filtration functions.
Waste
Waste
process process
in the industrial
in the industrial
supply chain
supplymeets
chain the
meets the
water passes
water through
passes these
throughpurification
these purification
agents and
agentsenvironmental
and
environmental
standardsstandards
established
established
in law. In in
2006
law.the
In 2006 the
filters andfilters
comes
and
outcomes
clean and
out clean
clear.and clear.
ChuanhuaChuanhua
Group
Group
received received
the
environmental
the
environmental
management
management
system ISO
system
14001
ISO Certification,
14001 Certification,
an
an
important important
award earned
award
asearned
a consequence
as a consequence
of continuous
of continuous
industrial industrial
process process
and environmental
and environmental
performance
performance
improvement.
improvement.
The chemical
The chemical
manufacturer
manufacturer
has reduced
has reduced
emissionsemissions
by 6 million
bytons
6 million
compared
tons compared
to 2006 levels.
to 2006 levels.

Phoenix River
Phoenix
sewage
River
after
sewage
final filtration
after final filtration

After the After
accident
the the
accident
top management
the top management
of Chuanhua
of Chuanhua
Chemical Chemical
Group drew
Group
lessons
drewfrom
lessons
this experience
from this experience
and
and
immediately
immediately
began to began
take social
to takeand
social
environmental
and environmental
responsibility
responsibility
seriously. seriously.
A numberA of
number
seminars
of seminars
and
and
meetings meetings
were instituted
were instituted
to meet regularly
to meet to
regularly
promote
to apromote a
philosophyphilosophy
of environmentally
of environmentally
consciousconscious
manufacturing
manufacturing
among allamong
employees.
all employees.
The company
The company
continues continues
to work to work
with several
withtop
several
universities
top universities
and industrial
and industrial
technologytechnology
research research
institutes institutes
to develop
to more
develop
environmentallymore environmentallyfriendly production
friendly production
processes.processes.

The Phoenix
The Phoenix
River Wetland
River Wetland
in Chengdu
in Chengdu
evidencesevidences
excellent excellent
results. Further
results. wetland
Further projects
wetland have
projects
been
have been
either planned
either or
planned
alreadyorcarried
alreadyout
carried
all over
out Sichuan
all over Sichuan
Province. Province.

CHUANHUA
CHUANHUA
CHEMICAL
CHEMICAL
GROUP GROUP
The Chuanhua
The Chuanhua
Chemical Chemical
Group Co.Group
basedCo.
in Chengdu
based in Chengdu
was founded
was in
founded
1956 and
in 1956
was and
one was
of the
one18oflargest
the 18 largest
chemical chemical
industries industries
in China. inIn China.
February
In February
2004 as 2004
a
as a
result of sewage
result offacility
sewage
damage
facility industrial
damage industrial
sewage that
sewage that
exceededexceeded
permissible
permissible
ammonia ammonia
concentration
concentration
level limitslevel limits
by a factorbyofa400
factor
to 500
of 400
percent,
to 500drained
percent,into
drained
the nearby
into the nearby
Gaining
Gaining experience
from the Sichuan
from theQimingxing
Sichuan Qimingxing
aluminium aluminium
Tuo River.Tuo
During
River.
theDuring
following
the month
following
500’000
monthkg
500’000
of fish kg of
fish experience
factory
and
factory
its
industrial
and
its
wastewater
industrial
wastewater
treatment
facility
treatment
facility
died in the
died
river
in and
the river
millions
andofmillions
citizensofresiding
citizens along
residing along
the lower the
reaches
lowerofreaches
the Tuoofwere
the Tuo
cut off
were
from
cuttap
offwater.
from tap water.
RECOVERY
AND BIOLOGICAL
AND BIOLOGICAL
DIVERSITY
DIVERSITY
The direct
Theeconomic
direct economic
loss of this
loss event
of thishas
event
beenhas RECOVERY
been
PROTECTION
PROTECTION
IN RUO’ERGAI
IN RUO’ERGAI
WETLAND
WETLAND
estimatedestimated
at 219 Million
at 219
CNY
Million
(30 CNY
Million(30
SFR).
Million
Several
SFR). Several
members members
of the firm’s
of the
management
firm’s management
group andgroup
otherand other
In terms of
In biodiversity
terms of biodiversity
Sichuan Province
Sichuan ranks
Province
second
ranks second
responsible
responsible
persons were
persons
penalized
were penalized
and the company
and the company
in China. in
One
China.
hundred
One forty
hundred
four forty
wild animal
four wild
species
animalinspecies in
was punished
was punished
with a fine
withofa 1fine
Million
of 1CNY
Million
(nearly
CNY (nearly
Sichuan are
Sichuan
underare
national
underpriority
national
protection,
priority protection,
39.6% of 39.6% of
150’000 SFR),
150’000
which
SFR),
waswhich
at thewas
timeatthe
thehighest
time thefine
highest
for fine for
the total the
amount
total ofamount
wildlifeofunder
wildlifespecial
under protection
special protection
an environmental
an environmental
pollution violation
pollutionever
violation
leviedever
in China.
levied in China.
countrywide.
countrywide.
Moreover,Moreover,
21.6% of 21.6%
China’sof endangered
China’s endangered
plants, 84plants,
species,
84 species,
can be found
can bein found
Sichuan.
in Sichuan.
The
The
The Chuanhua
The Chuanhua
Chemical Chemical
Group apologized
Group apologized
and
and
province’sprovince’s
106 nature
106reserves
nature reserves
cover a total
coverarea
a total
of area of
demonstrated
demonstrated
great regret
great
for regret
this disaster,
for this and
disaster,
became
and became
2
2
. In the
. In ten
the years,
past ten
more
years,
thanmore
20 new
than 20 new
65‘600 km65‘600
kmpast
determined
determined
to improve
to their
improve
environmental
their environmental
protectionprotection
regulations
regulations
intended intended
for protection
for protection
of the natural
of the natural
methods and
methods
processes
and processes
and to integrate
and to pollution
integratecontrol
pollution control
environment
environment
have been
have
established
been established
or improved
or improved
to
to
throughoutthroughout
all of theirallproduction
of their production
processes.processes.
Among a Among a
provide a provide
legal foundation
a legal foundation
supportingsupporting
investigation
investigation
and
and
group of group
approximately
of approximately
two dozen
twoofficials
dozen chosen
officialstochosen to
cracking cracking
down on down
illegalonactivities
illegal activities
of all kinds
of all
thatkinds that
address and
address
deal and
with deal
the outcomes
with the outcomes
resulting from
resulting
this from this
threaten the
threaten
biological
the biological
diversity indiversity
the province.
in the province.
disaster, only
disaster,
one only
participant
one participant
from private
fromsector
private
came
sector came
from the Chuanhua
from the Chuanhua
Chemical Chemical
Group. Subsequently,
Group. Subsequently,
this
this
In additionIntoaddition
the environmental
to the environmental
protectionprotection
improvements
improvements
senior manager
senior manager
brought abrought
numbera ofnumber
environmentallyof environmentallyinstituted instituted
in Chengdu
in Chengdu
City, theCity,
wetland
the wetland
project project
friendly and
friendly
innovative
and innovative
ideas backideas
to his
back
firm.toSupported
his firm. Supported
representsrepresents
an important
an important
initiative initiative
implemented
implemented
to
to
by provincial
by provincial
and local and
governments,
local governments,
this former
this
heavy
former heavy
preserve preserve
and protect
andwater
protect
quality
waterand
quality
improve
and water
improve water
polluter was
polluter
transformed
was transformed
into a roleinto
model
a role
for model
pollution
for pollution
circulationcirculation
in the upper
in the
reaches
upper of
reaches
the Yangtse
of the River.
Yangtse River.
abatementabatement
and control.
and control.
However, However,
serious environmental
serious environmental
problems problems
remain remain
December 2010
December 2010
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control
manyand
other
related
to this
control
many
othertopics.
relatedDue
topics.
Due to this
unresolvedunresolved
in the Ruo’egai
in the wetland
Ruo’egaiarea
wetland
in thearea
north
in of
the north
of and
successful
successful
cooperation,
cooperation,
certain endangered
certain endangered
plants andplants and
Sichuan. InSichuan.
1985 this
In area
1985had
this17
area
lakes
hadand
17 a
lakes
totaland
areaa total
area
animal
species
been and
protected
andcases
in some cases
have
beenhave
protected
in some
of 2’156 hectares.
of 2’156 Fifteen
hectares.
years
Fifteen
lateryears
6 of later
these6lakes
of theseanimal
lakes species
extinction.
from extinction.
had become
had
completely
become completely
desiccateddesiccated
and another
and
11another
lakes 11saved
lakesfromsaved
had dried had
up to
dried
various
up todegrees.
various Wetland
degrees. coverage
Wetland coverage
decreaseddecreased
38.9% and
38.9%
only and
1’323only
hectares
1’323 remain
hectares remain
presently. presently.
The causes
Theofcauses
this serious
of thisenvironmental
serious environmental
depletion, depletion,
among others,
among
include
others,
degradation
include degradation
of natural of natural
grasslands,grasslands,
reduced water
reduced
flowswater
and circulation,
flows and circulation,
drought drought
and desertification,
and desertification,
increased increased
water use water
for domestic
use for domestic
and industrial
and economic
industrial economic
development
development
infestation infestation
by a
by a
huge plague
huge
of rats.
plague of rats.

Sichuan is home
Sichuan
of 144
is home
endangered
of 144 endangered
animal species
animal species

CHALLENGES
CHALLENGES
AND FURTHER
AND FURTHER
COOPERATION
COOPERATION
In spite of In
thespite
progress
of theChina
progress
has China
achieved
has inachieved
the pastin the past
decade there
decade
a still
there
a great
a still deal
a great
of knowledge
deal of knowledge
and
and
experienceexperience
in the areainofthe
environmental
area of environmental
protection protection
and
and
preservation
preservation
that Chinathat
can China
learn from
can learn
Switzerland
from Switzerland
and
and
A group ofA local
groupgovernment
of local government
officials looking
officials
for looking
counter-for counterother European
other European
countries. countries.
China is currently
China isfacing
currently
the facing the
measures tomeasures
reduce desertification
to reduce desertification
of the wetland
of the wetland
challenge challenge
of recruiting,
of recruiting,
developing,developing,
and retaining
and retaining
scientific and
scientific
managerial
and managerial
talent. There
talent.
is There
a rapidly
is a rapidly
In 2007 In
a group
2007 aof group
senior ofofficials
senior from
officials
different
from different
growing demand
growing for
demand
specialists
for specialists
and leaders
andasleaders
the
as the
departments
departments
of the provincial
of the provincial
authority participating
authority participating
in
in
Chinese government
Chinese government
has launched
has launched
a numbera of
number of
the SSMTP
thefocused
SSMTPtheir
focused
attention
their intensively
attention intensively
on the
on the
initiatives to
initiatives
improvetothe
improve
country’s
the innovation
country’s innovation
capacity. capacity.
recovery of
recovery
the Ruo’ergai
of the Ruo’ergai
Wetland. In
Wetland.
the past
In local
the past local
Multinational
Multinational
corporations
corporations
from developed
from developed
nations recruit
nations recruit
government
had been
afraid
of doingthat
anything
government
had been afraid
of doing
anything
would that would
high-potential
high-potential
graduates graduates
from Chinese
fromuniversities
Chinese universities
and
and
reduce thereduce
rate ofthe
economic
development
and growthand growth
rate of economic
development
research institutes
research institutes
which intensifies
which intensifies
the problem
the of
problem of
and the
was the deteriorating
condition
of the
and the result
wasresult
the deteriorating
condition of
the
retaining the
retaining
pool ofthe
highly
pooleducated
of highly and
educated
skilledand
labour.
skilled labour.
Ruo’ergai Ruo’ergai
wetland. After
participating
in the SSMTP
wetland.
After participating
in the SSMTP
The “war The
for talent”
“war foris talent”
most acute
is most
for acute
high-skilled
for high-skilled
series
actions
taken the
to renew
the of
condition
of the
series actions
were
takenwere
to renew
condition
the
professionals
professionals
in the chemical,
in the chemical,
industrial industrial
and service
and service
wetland. As
wetland.
a consequence
As a consequence
of cross-departmental
of cross-departmental
sectors. Central
sectors.and
Central
local and
governments
local governments
are exerting
are exerting
participation
by theprovincial
trainees, officials
provincial
officials
participation
by the trainees,
with
little with little
great effortgreat
in attempts
effort intoattempts
increasetotheir
increase
competitiveness
their competitiveness
wetland wetland
knowledgeknowledge
began tobegan
recognize
that
to recognize
that
so as to build
so as
and
to sustain
build and
thesustain
attractiveness
the attractiveness
of Chineseof Chinese
environmental
and economic
development,
if
environmental
protection protection
and economic
development,
if
national and
national
local labour
and local
markets.
labourAs
markets.
a consequence
As a consequence
of
of
maintainedmaintained
in balance,in can
balance,
interact
cantointeract
promoteto each
promote each
this circumstance,
this circumstance,
future cooperation
future cooperation
in education
in education
other in And,
harmony.
And,
in fact, environmental
other in harmony.
in fact,
environmental
protection protection
between between
China and
China
Switzerland
and Switzerland
will benefit
will both
benefit both
also couldalso
deliver
social andsocial
economic
couldsubstantial
deliver substantial
and economic
countries. countries.
benefits.
With fullfrom
support
from government,
the local government,
benefits. With
full support
the local
high priority
waspriority
placedwas
on placed
recovery
the wetland.
high
onofrecovery
of theThis
wetland. This
initiative
highly productive
to the
that by 2008
initiative was
highlywas
productive
to the extent
thatextent
by 2008
the Ruo’ergai
Wetland was
successfully
included inincluded
the
the Ruo’ergai
Wetland
was successfully
in the
List of of
Wetlands
of International
Importance.
List of Wetlands
International
Importance.

COOPERATION
COOPERATION
WITH RESEARCH
WITH RESEARCH
INSTITUTE
INSTITUTE
AND SCIENTIFIC
AND SCIENTIFIC
INSTITUTION
INSTITUTION
During the During
study-visit
the study-visit
in Switzerland,
in Switzerland,
SSMTP participants
SSMTP participants
have aware
becomeof aware
of that
the fact
Swiss local
have become
the fact
Swissthatlocal
governments
governments
involve scientific
involve research
scientific institutions
research institutions
in
in
problem and
analysis
and making,
decisioninmaking,
problem analysis
decision
additionintoaddition to
management
management
processes.processes.
Participants
Participants
realised, “We
realised,
can “We can
only protect
only
nature
protect
when
nature
we understand
when we understand
it”. Successful
it”. Successful
environmental
and sustainable
development
environmental
protection protection
and sustainable
development
require professional
require professional
and specialised
and specialised
knowledge.knowledge.
This
This participants
SSMTP
SSMTP participants
from Jiangsu
from discussing
Jiangsu discussing
regional
regional
was how was
the how
collaboration
the collaboration
between Ruo’ergai
between Ruo’ergai
local
local strategy
innovation
innovation
in astrategy
workshop
in a workshop
government
government
and national
andscientific
national research
scientific institutions
research institutions
To intensify
To intensify
the communication
the communication
between between
former
former
began. Currently
began. several
Currently
recently
severalbuilt
recently
sampling
built stations
sampling stations
SSMTP
and the
Swiss
project
participantsparticipants
in SSMTPinand
the Swiss
project
team,
an team, an
are operating
are operating
for the purpose
for theofpurpose
studyingof biodiversity,
studying biodiversity,
intranet platform
intranet was
platform
launched
was in
launched
2010. The
in 2010.
website
The website
ecology, carrying
ecology,capacity
carryingofcapacity
grasslands,
of grasslands,
desertification
desertification
December 2010
December 2010
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allows
users to download
learning materials
allows users
to download
learning materials
from the from the
SSMTP,
to follow
the programme
process
and related
SSMTP, to
follow the
programme
process and
related
projects,
and to exchange
and experiences
with
projects, and
to exchange
ideas andideas
experiences
with
Swiss
and European
experts
and professionals.
Swiss and
European
experts and
professionals.
Trainees
canrelevant
receiveinformation
relevant information
online before
Trainees can
receive
online before
their study-visit
become
morewith
familiar with
their study-visit
in Europe intoEurope
becometomore
familiar
Swiss
culture
and institutions
they Newsletters
will visit. Newsletters
Swiss culture
and
institutions
they will visit.
directed
to the former
differenttraining
former groups
training are
groups are
directed to
the different
information
aboutdevelopments,
current developments,
new
providing providing
information
about current
new
issues
and
in their respective
fields of training.
issues and
trends
in trends
their respective
fields of training.
The platform
intranet platform
the opportunity
for
The intranet
provides provides
the opportunity
for
andcommunication
useful communication
and information
valuable valuable
and useful
and information
futureformer
and SSMPT
former SSMPT
exchange exchange
between between
future and
participants
a continuous
participants
to ensure to
a ensure
continuous
process ofprocess
learningof learning
betweenand
Chinese
Swiss professionals.
between Chinese
Swissand
professionals.

Intranet homepage
SSMTP: www.sino-swiss.org
Intranet homepage
of SSMTP: of
www.sino-swiss.org
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QUOTATIONS
QUOTATIONS
OF SSMTP
OFPARTICIPANTS
SSMTP PARTICIPANTS
Mr Liu Yi,
Mr Executive
Liu Yi, Executive
Vice President
Vice President
of
of
Mr ZHANG
Mr Xue’ai,
ZHANGDirector
Xue’ai, of
Director
Chengdu
of Chengdu
City Water
City Water
Party
College
Party
College
of
CPCof Provincial
CPC
Provincial
Conservancy
Conservancy
Bureau Bureau
Committee
Committee
Swiss learn
Swiss
about
learn
recycling
about in
recycling
kindergarten
in kindergarten
and primary
and primary
SSMTP SSMTP
is a groundbreaking
is a groundbreaking
training training
school already.
school Now
already.
we Now
put we
moreputemphasis
more emphasis
on
on
programme,
programme,
with focuswith
on focus
solutions
on solutions
and
and
communication
communication
and education
and education
too. It helps
too. to
It helps
raise to raise
implementations
implementations
of practical
of problems.
practical problems.
The
The
ecological
ecological
awarenessawareness
of our people.
of our people.
learning method
learning not
method
only not
improved
only improved
problem solving
problem solving
abilities ofabilities
the participants
of the participants
but also opened
but alsoour
opened
mind to
our mind to
Mr YE Mr
Hong,
YE Director
Hong, Director
of Sichuan
of Sichuan
new, innovative
new, innovative
concepts. concepts.
ProvincialProvincial
Environment
Environment
ProtectionProtection

scientific scientific
ResearchResearch
Institute Institute
Mr WU Mian,
Mr WU
Deputy
Mian,Director-General
Deputy Director-General
of
of
We are We
still are
facingstillthefacing
samethedilemma:
same dilemma:
ProvincialProvincial
Department
Department
of Tourism
of Tourism
Famers inFamers
agriculture
in agriculture
want to have
wanta tobetter
have a better
In the pastIn6 the
years,
pastI often
6 years,
discussed
I often discussed
with my with
my ofquality
quality
living; of experts
living; already
experts have
alreadyrelatively
have relatively
colleges in
colleges
a manner
in a ofmanner
Action ofLeaning
Action Leaning
comfortable
comfortable
life and want
life and
to protect
want to
environment.
protect environment.
How
How
unconsciously.
unconsciously.
The resultsThe
were
results
efficient
wereand
efficient
canand
we reach
can both
we reach
goalsboth
in a goals
balanced
in a way?
balanced
That’s
way?
the That’s the
effective. effective.
I still show
I still
PPT,
show
case-study
PPT, case-study
and
keyand
to sustainable
key to sustainable
development.
development.
photographs
photographs
by the time
by we
the visited
time we
Switzerland
visited Switzerland
to my
to my
colleges ascolleges
good example
as goodofexample
eco-tourism.
of eco-tourism.
Ms LONG
Ms Shirong,
LONG Shirong,
Division Division
Chief of Chief of
PersonnelPersonnel
Division, Division,
ProvincialProvincial
Mr HU Mr
Bin, HU
Deputy
Bin, Head
Deputyof Head
Ganziof Ganzi
Department
Department
of Environmental
of Environmental
ProtectionProtection
Autonomous
Autonomous
PrefecturePrefecture
We realised
We the
realised
importance
the importance
of continuous
of continuous
What we What
have we
learned
haveinlearned
SSMTPin fits
SSMTP
the fits the
training. In
training.
2009, In
some
2009,
4’000
some
employees
4’000 employees
tourist industry
touristdevelopment
industry development
of Ganzi totally.
of Ganzi totally.
related to related
environment
to environment
protection protection
had further
hadtraining.
further training.
Our tourism
Our strategies
tourism strategies
are basedareonbased
the on
the
That
is more
That
than
is more
half ofthan
all employees
half of all employees
in this field.in this field.
results of Action
resultsLearning
of ActionGanzi
Learning
research.
Ganzi research.
Mr XIAO Mr
Yun,
XIAO
Deputy
Yun, Director
Deputy Director
of Environmental
of Environmental
Ms YU Gui,
Ms YU
Deputy
Gui, Director-General
Deputy Director-General
of
of
Protection
Protection
Department,
Department,
Sichuan Chemical
Sichuan Chemical
CompanyCompany
ProvincialProvincial
Department
Department
of Construction
of Construction
Ltd., Co. Ltd., Co.
European European
countries countries
are role are
model
role ofmodel
of
We were
astonished
We were astonished
how corporate
how corporate
social responsibility
social responsibility
protecting protecting
culture heritage.
culture We
heritage.
now know:
We now policy
know: of policy
a company
of a company
could affect
couldits affect
economic
its economic
Planning isPlanning
the precondition;
is the precondition;
protection protection
is the
is the
development.
development.
European European
customerscustomers
show very
show
highvery high
core and management
core and management
is the key.is the key.
environmental
environmental
awareness.
awareness.
We have to
Weenforce
have topollution
enforce pollution
control for control
our ownforgood.
our own good.
Mr QIN Furong,
Mr QINVice
Furong,
Secretary-General
Vice Secretary-General
of
of
CPC Emeishan
CPC Emeishan
City Committee,
City Committee,
Party
Party
Mr LUO Zengbin,
Mr LUO Deputy
Zengbin,Director-General
Deputy Director-General
SecretarySecretary
of Emeishan
of Emeishan
Mountain Mountain
and
and
of Provincial
of Provincial
Department
Department
of Forestry
of Forestry
Leshan Leshan
Giant
Budda
Giant
Budda
Management
Management
In the process
In the of
process
ecosystem
of ecosystem
restorationrestoration
Committee
Committee
shortly after
shortly
the heavy
after the
earthquake
heavy earthquake
in 2008, in 2008,
We benefited
We benefited
a great deal
a great
formdeal
one form
year one
Action
year Action
we made we
the made
best ofthe
what
bestwe’ve
of what
learned
we’veinlearned in
Learning. In
Learning.
the pastInfive
theyears
past five
we had
years
many
we had
noteworthy
many noteworthy
the SSMTP.
theThe
SSMTP.
approaches
The approaches
are conspicuously
are conspicuously
effective effective
achievements.
achievements.
We wouldWe
likewould
to invite
like friends
to invitefrom
friends
all from
and allsuccessful.
and successful.
Even after
Even
the after
training,
the the
training,
team the team
over the world
over the
to come
worldtotoErmei
come Mountain
to Ermei Mountain
and Leshan
and Leshan
members members
gathered gathered
together several
togethertimes
several
to discuss
times to discuss
Mountain and
Mountain
see the
and
changes.
see the changes.
eco-movement
eco-movement
and exchanged
and exchanged
experiences.
experiences.
Mr YOU Mr
Yong,
YOU
Director
Yong, of
Director
Planning
of Planning
and Finances
and Finances
Division Provincial
Division Provincial
Department
Department
of Tourism
of Tourism
Eco-tourism
Eco-tourism
in Sichuanin isSichuan
still at is
anstill
early
at stage.
an early
Westage. We
continuously
continuously
meet new meet
challenges.
new challenges.
There is still
There
a great
is still a great
deal knowhow
deal we
knowhow
could learn
we could
fromlearn
Switzerland.
from Switzerland.

Mr FANGMr
Weijia,
FANGVice
Weijia,
Mayor
Viceof Mayor
Leshanof Leshan
City
City
We have We
heard
have
of heard
the high
of the
standard
high standard
of
of
environment
environment
protection protection
in Switzerland
in Switzerland
for a
for a
very long very
time, long
but one
time,eyewitness
but one eyewitness
is better is better
than ten hearsays.
than ten hearsays.
The personal
Theexperiences
personal experiences
Mr ZHANG
Mr ZHANG
Liming, Liming,
Deputy Division
Deputy Division
Chief of Chief
gaveof us gave
food us
for food
thought
for and
thought
encouragement
and encouragement
for
for
International
International
Cooperation
Cooperation
Division, Division,
ProvincialProvincial
improvement.
improvement.
Department
Department
of Forestry
of Forestry
Our modelOur
of thinking
model oftransformed
thinking transformed
after the training.
after theOur
training. Our
vision widened.
vision Our
widened.
implementations
Our implementations
put more emphasis
put more emphasis
on sustainability.
on sustainability.
Mr YANG Mr
Qinglong,
YANG Qinglong,
Vice Mayor
Vice
of Mayor
Ziyangof Ziyang
City
City
Due
to Due
the totraining,
the
training,
we
brought
we
brought
environmental
environmental
consciousness,
consciousness,
know-howknow-how
and Action
andLearning
Action Learning
method with
method
us to
with us to
Ziyang, and
Ziyang,
implemented
and implemented
these in these
our in our
responsible
responsible
areas, to our
areas,
employees.
to our employees.
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